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I. LOCALITY

Individual States


[CA] California Information File. Microfiche, 550. 721,000 cards covering the 1840s to April 1986 indexing early California newspapers, periodicals, biographies, manuscript collections, and Californiana. An estimated 65% consist of personal names.

[CA] California Surname Index: Biographies from Selected Histories.

[IL] Illinois Biographical Sketch Index. Microfilm, 88 rolls. 135,000 cards from 200 state, county, city, and biographical directories.

[IN] Indiana Biographical Index. 16 Microfiche. 247,423 names from 537 state, county, city, and local histories.


[MA] Ireland, Norma. The Cutter Index. R929.1016/165C.


Sinclair, Donald Arleigh. A New Jersey Biographical Index. [ca. 100,000]. R016.92007/S616N/1993.


Ohio Historical Society. Ohio Surname Index. Microfilm, 64 rolls. +450,000 names.

Brandt, Patricia. Oregon Biography Index. R920.0795/B821O. 17,000 names from 47 volumes.


Cote, Richard N. Dictionary of South Carolina Biography. R920.0757/C843D. 18,300 entries from 52 volumes.

Index to Biographical Sketches in the Sixteen Volumes of History of Tennessee Published by Goodspeed Publishing Company, 1886-1887.

Ming, Virginia. Biographical Gazetteer of Texas. 6 vols. R929.3764/B615. +70,000 entries for +50,000 people from 202 works.

Wiggins, Marvin E. Mormons and Their Neighbors: An Index to over 75,000 Biographical Sketches from 1820 to the Present. 016.2893/W665M/1984. Based on 194 titles with 11 pertaining to Arizona and 13 to Idaho.

Stewart, Robert A. Index to Printed Virginia Genealogies Including Key and Bibliography. R016.9291/S851I/1970.


Waterstreet, Darlene E. Wisconsin Biography Index. [90,000 names from +250 sources].
II. The Nation


[US] Biographical and Historical Index of American Indians and Persons Involved in Indian Affairs. R016.9701/US81B.


III. The United Kingdom


Whitmore, J. B. A Genealogical Guide. R016.929/W616G.


IV. Other

Educational


Occupational


Political
Biographical Directory of American Colonial and Revolutionary Governors, 1607-1789. R973.099/R153B.


Legislators of the Massachusetts General Court, 1691-1780: A Biographical Dictionary. $328.74409/

Military
